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Fitting your child  
into our Nimbus

Fitting your baby  
into our Bijoux

Select a PFD that fits the 
weight range of your child.  
These weight ranges can be 
found on the label as well  
as the inside left front side of 
the jacket.  

1

Undo the front clips and slide baby 
into the bottom half of the vest 
with the foam facing the front

1

Fasten the front clips and 
adjust to where needed for 
baby’s comfort and security

2

for babies 9-25 lbs. 

for infants 20-30 lbs., children 30-60 lbs.,
and youth 60-90 lbs.

On the back of the PFD 
adjust the webbing within 
the mesh. There are two 
adjustment tabs, one 
near the head and one on 
the left body. The double 
strap system makes this 
jacket easy to adjust to 
achieve a custom fit.

3

Unbuckle crotch strap and 
get child to put on PFD.

Zip up front, and buckle all 
buckles.   

2

Tighten body strap to allow for 
comfortable movement but tight 
enough that nothing is hanging loose. 

3

Tighten crotch strap to allow for 
comfortable movement and sitting, making 
sure no parts are hanging too loose. 

4

BACK
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We are proud to say that every Salus PFD is made in Waterloo, Ontario. Every part of the process - from hand cutting foam 
and fabric, to embroidery and assembly - is done in house by Canadians who take great pride in their work. Our patented 
manufacturing process eliminates the hard square edges found in traditional PFD construction, making our vests soft, pliable and 
comfortable for your child’s every movement. 

Being a Canadian manufacturer has its advantages. We are able to stay on top of production details, customization and quality. 
Our commitment to environmental responsibility is easily monitored and maintained. From recycling as much material as possible, 
to finding new use streams for scraps…we close the loop wherever possible. However one project that isn’t so easy to see 
from the sewing room floor are the solar panels covering the entire roof of the building which generates clean green energy for 
the grid. Quality control, environmental responsibility, creating jobs for Canadians: are all reasons to be proud to be a Canadian 
manufacturer.



BABY VEST
Bijoux

Three piece collar design with 
additional flotation on sides to 
cradle baby’s head in center of 
collar for security and comfort

Easy access into vest with the two 
shoulder adjustment buckles

Short front for enhanced comfort 
while in the sitting position

Dry-Lex Aerospacer® liner for 
breathability, temperature control, 
drainage and comfort for baby

Mesh back allows the baby 
to lie comfortably on a  
blanket or baby carrier

As parents, we put safety first. In designing the Salus Bijoux, we stepped outside the confines of existing standards to offer 
unprecedented security, safety and comfort for babies 9 – 25 lbs. The front design ensures that baby turns face-up from a face-forward 
position. The collar cradles the head when lifted by the strap or while floating. Mesh harness and short front enhance comfort sitting 
upright and  lying down.

Baby: 9 - 25 lbs.

Baby: 9 - 25 lbs.

RED: CN-330

GOLD: CN-330 PINK: CN-330 BLUE: CN-330 LIME: CN-330 Winner of the Canadian Safe 
Boating Award (CASBA) for Best 

New Safety Product See a VIDEO of the Bijoux in action at 
www.salusmarine.com or scan here!

Easy to reach lifting strap

Adjustable mesh and webbing 
harness system for security, 

venting and comfort 

IMPORTANT: Four adjustment 
straps should be as snug–and 

secure–as possible while 
maintaining comfort for your 
baby. Once fitted, familiarize  

your baby and yourself with  
the performance of the vest  

in the water. 

RED BACK
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Embroidery embelishments may change



Baby: 9 - 25 lbs.
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FLOWERS: CN-440
FROGS: CN-440

 Inspired by nature and 
animated with colour,  

the Salus Bijoux comes 
to life with five new 
refreshing designs.

CANADIANA: CN-440PALMS: CN-440

TIE DYE: CN-440

Bijoux
BABY VEST

BABY VEST
• Unique vest shape specifically designed to fit a baby’s body

• 3-piece collar cradle to protect baby’s head; provides support, stability and acts as a headrest 

• Cooling features- mesh back harness and Dry-Lex material allow baby to stay cool and comfortable  
 on hot days

• Will flip baby onto their back should they land in the face-forward position 

What Set’s Bijoux Apart:

&Cheerful
Cute



Easy to reach lifting strap 

Added soft collar for comfort  
and neck support 

Elasticized back for a proper fit

Quick drainage superior drying 
and longer life provided by the 
bottom lining mesh

Soft foam and rounded edge 
design combine to make  

this PFD the most comfortable 
vest for children

Shorter front than conventional 
children’s vests for enhanced 

comfort when sitting 

Leg harness to help keep the  
vest in position and  

eliminate ride-up 

Blue: CN-550 Red: CN-550 Lime: CN-550 Pink: CN-550

* Inside patterned fabric 
is subject to change

Back

Available: Infant 20 - 30 lbs., Child 30 - 60 lbs., Youth 60 - 90 lbs.

The Salus Nimbus makes water play safer for children and more relaxing for adults. All PFD’s float but they can’t save lives if children 
won’t keep them on. Designed for comfort and soft to the touch, the Nimbus encourages children to wear it for hours at a time. Specially 
contoured to hug little bodies, children will get the best fit, mobility and safety at the water’s edge.

Nimbus
CHILDREN’S VEST

Photo Credit: @five2nine_ca
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GOLD: CN-550
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CANADIANA:  
CN-660

WATERCOLOUR:  
CN-660

TIE DYE BLUE:  
CN-660

TIE DYE PINK:  
CN-660

Let your personality 
shine through in one 
of seven new splashy 

designs. 

• The original double collar Children’s PFD. The outside collar is the traditional style which helps kids float on their  
 back and provides head support. The inside collar helps stabilize and support the neck, good for days on the boat when there are  
 vibrations from the water and boat engine.

• V-cut design at the front zipper. This is important as when your child is sitting the foam and vest are not riding up or hitting their  
 chin or face. Once a child is fitted have them sit on the floor to see a true fit.

• Elasticized back for a custom and comfortable fit as kids bodies are different and ever changing

• Bottom mesh drainage system allows the vest to drain water and dry properly- which means your PFD can also last longer

BLUE WAVES:  
CN-660

PURPLE WAVES:  
CN-660 DENIM: 

CN-660

What Set’s Nimbus Apart:

Available: Infant 20 - 30 lbs.,  
 Child 30 - 60 lbs.,  
 Youth 60 - 90 lbs. Nimbus

CHILDREN’S VEST

&Fun

Spirited



660 Superior Drive, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada  N2V 2C6
Customer Service 1-877-418-9998   Tel: 519-579-3131  

www.salusmarine.com

Please recycle this catalogue.

Canadian Made 
Vests for the 
entire family

Canadian Safe Boating Awards

Proud to sponsor and partner with:

For Salus, the most important reason to manufacture in 
Canada remains the people. From worker to customer, 
from paddling enthusiast to champion sailor, people 
are the inspiration for Salus’ designs, innovation, and 
commitment to staying true to its Canadian roots. See 
our full line of products to outfit your entire family in 
Salus. 

Please send in your stories and photos to:   
customerservice@salusmarine.com or share on  

        facebook.com/SalusMarine or 
 on          @salusmarine

We would love to hear from you!

With the exception of the Bijoux (for which there is no standard), all  
Salus PFD’s are designed in compliance with Canadian General Standards Board 
/ CGSB Standard 65.11-M88, tested by Underwriters Laboratories of Canada / ULC, 
and approved by Transport Canada / TC.

 Size Weight Range Chest Sizes
Bijoux 9 - 25 lbs   4 - 11 kg 12” - 18” 30cm - 46cm
Infant 20 - 30 lbs   9 - 14 kg 16” - 22” 41cm - 56cm
Child 30 - 60 lbs   14 - 27 kg 18” - 26” 46cm - 66cm
Youth 60 - 90 lbs   27 - 41 kg 22” - 32” 56cm - 81cm

STANDARD VEST SIZE CHART


